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 Kamanga is situated in the North 
West Lake Zone region of  Tanzania, 
and lies directly across an inlet of 
Lake Victoria from the city of 
Mwanza.   

 
 

 Kamanga has a population of 4355, 
making up 859 households. 
(National Bureau of Statistics, 2013) 

 
 

 Regular ferry services link Kamanga 
and Mwanza and an unpaved road 
leads to the south, towards          
Sengerema town. Ferry services 
stop at around nightfall, or at 7:30pm 
each night. 

 

 People mainly depend on agriculture 
and fishing for their subsistence   
livelihoods. 
 

 Initial research revealed that        
people’s main water source for   
drinking and washing  is the heavily    
polluted water from the lake, which 
causes serious health problems. 

 
 

 Preliminary research also showed 
that despite its proximity to Mwanza,    
Kamanga has only very basic      
services and severely limited       
economic opportunities for its      
residents.  

   About 
           
          Us 

A Closer  

Look At 

Kamanga The Cedar Foundation was established in Bulgaria in 2005 by Mark O’Sullivan. Here the organisation focused on 

closing down archaic orphanages and establishing new family-type centres for disabled orphans and neglected 

children. 

 

In January 2015, The Cedar Foundation established a branch in Tanzania where we partner with communities to 

help them thrive and alleviate suffering and injustice. 

 

Our mission is to help communities help themselves across multiple sectors ranging from health and education to 

the empowerment of women and entrepreneurship. We do not believe that an issue can be tackled in isolation and 

we embrace collaboration. We believe that the community should be empowered from the bottom-up in order to 

bring about sustainable, lasting change. Our work started in the village of Kamanga, which is situated on the south 

shore of Lake Victoria (the “Lake Zone”).  



The Need for 
HEALTH 

To find out more about Kamanga and to inform our work, we conducted a survey of Kamanga, in      
partnership with Bugando Medical Centre, the main referral hospital of the Lake Zone. A total of 110 
people, including women, men, young people and vulnerable individuals took part in the study. The   
following key findings were identified: 

 There are no health centres or clinics.  

 There is insufficient clean, safe water and environmental hygiene is unsatisfactory.  

 Educational provision and attainment is low. There is a shortage of school buildings and teachers. 
Schools routinely administer corporal punishment and some of the methods of punishment are   
considered unacceptable by the local community.  

 Economic activities include farming, fishing and micro-businesses, but there is no reliable market 
and capital is limited. There is scope for making more use of Lake Victoria, and for attracting       
investment from ferry companies. 

 

 Food production has significantly reduced, due to a shortage of land and agricultural tools.          
Decreased rainfall has also been a factor.  

 

 The main sources of energy include firewood, charcoal, kerosene, electricity from the national grid, 
and solar energy. Electricity from the national grid is extremely unreliable.  

 

 When asked about parenting and recreational play, participants reported that children had the     
opportunity to play at school, but not at home. Corporal punishment for children is common. 

 

 There are no formal support systems for vulnerable people.  
 

 Men and women tend to undertake different kinds of work: few roles are shared. Historically,   
women have not enjoyed equal rights with men and domestic abuse does occur. 

 

 The main activities that bring people together are public meetings, development activities            
(e.g. construction of a school), burial ceremonies and weddings.  

 

 The main religions are Christianity, Islam and local traditional faiths.  
 

‘…. there was a pregnant woman who died 
due to lack of health services.  This was 

because of the lack of transport during the 
night to get her to hospital in Mwanza City 
because the ferries do not operate at night. 

The health services situation in       
Kamanga is very bad.’                                                     

    (A focus group participant. Bugando 
Survey Report on the village of           

Kamanga 2015, pg 20) 

........ 

‘… I walked to Karumo dispensary for two 
hours. On arrival I was asked to pay TSH 

1000 (equivalent to US $0.60) for the 
Antenatal Card, even though the card 
states ‘not to be sold’ because of the 
government policy of free services for 

pregnant women.’           

                                                                   
( A respondent.  Bugando Survey Report 
on the village of Kamanga 2015, pg 20) 

Summary of the 
     survey findings 



The Need for Better... 

EDUCATION 

1. Better healthcare services and healthcare education, including ways in which to prevent 
illnesses by having increased access to clean and safe water—at a minimum  a medicine 
dispensary and in the best case a health centre or hospital.   

2. Improved educational facilities, including the completion of Mtakuja primary school and 
another primary school at Chemagati.  

3. A balance of power between men and women, including the prevention of violence against 
women. 

4. Support for entrepreneurship, including training, capital and modern tools for agriculture 

and fishing.  

 ‘The biggest problem related to    
dropout rates is the high pregnancy 

rate. When you look at recent reports, 
the number of girls who completed 

their primary education is scary. They 
started at a hundred and something 

but they finished in tens.’                    

A key respondent. Bugando Survey 
Report on the village of Kamanga 

2015, pg 24) 

 …..… 

 ‘I was not happy with my son’s       
education. He exhibited poor           

performance in both reading and    
writing. Surprisingly, he passed        

examination to join the local secondary 
school. ’  

A respondent. Bugando Survey Report 
on the village of Kamanga 2015, pg 22 

The people of Kamanga 
            urgently need 



The Need for 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
 

The skills and expertise we bring to Kamanga are founded upon a strong track record of improving      

people’s lives in Bulgaria. In 2005, Mark O’Sullivan was exposed to the hardships and needs of           

Bulgaria’s orphanages. The most shocking institutions housed severely disabled children. Bulgaria, like 

many former communists countries, discouraged parents from keeping disabled children in families and 

instead encouraged families to turn them over to the state to be institutionalised in decrepit orphanages. 

In response to the human injustice of barely supervised, unloved, cold, animalistic living conditions in the  

orphanages, Mark founded The Cedar Foundation. 

Ten years later, The Cedar Foundation Bulgaria actively works to reform the social service sector,       

supporting the government and local service providers in closing outdated institutions and offering       

viable alternatives. The Cedar Foundation Bulgaria  advocates for the philosophy of ‘Supported Living”- 

giving children and young people with disabilities the resources they need to live as independently as 

possible in a supportive, caring environment. We now oversee five facilities that support young disabled 

people, directly care for 24 children in family type accommodation and have indirect influence over                

approximately 1500 children  whose disabilities vary from intellectual to psychiatric, to physical.  

‘Despite the fact that we are so near 
to Mwanza City, no individual has  
ever been able get a loan from a    
financial institution because of the 
credit conditions imposed on them.’  

A Focus group respondent. Bugando 
Survey Report on the village of       

Kamanga 2015, pg 25) 

Why  
     Us?  



In 2013, as part of the organisation’s expansion plans, Mark O’Sullivan 

handed over the leadership and operation of The Cedar Foundation   

Bulgaria to the Senior Management Team and moved to Tanzania to set 

up a new branch of the organisation. 

The Cedar Foundation Tanzania’s mission is to help communities help 

themselves across multiple sectors ranging from health and education to 

the  empowerment of women and entrepreneurship. We do not believe 

that an issue can be tackled in isolation and we embrace collaboration. 

We believe that the community should be empowered from the bottom-

up in order to bring about sustainable, lasting change.  This approach is 

known as ‘Participatory Community Development’ and we believe that 

sustainable solutions can only be developed over time working closely 

with the  community and the government.  Our ten year plan  includes 

the following:   

What 
     Next?  

IMPROVED HEALTH 

 Construction of Nyamatongo Health and        
Community Centre 2015-2016) 

IMPROVED EDUCATION 

 Planning for educational and training                
establishments, including initial pilot projects 
(2015 – 2020) 

 Improving educational provision in Kamanga 
and surrounding areas (2020-2025) 

EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN 

 Delivering ‘SASA!’ a prevention of violence against 

women programme, in partnership with expert 

organization, Raising Voices (2015-2025)  

JOB TRAINING AND                  

 Planning and implementation of      
projects that foster entrepreneurial 
skills and stimulate the local economy 
(2015-20-20)  



Although the provision of basic healthcare for pressing needs like accidents, childbirth and 

receipt of basic medicine in Kamanga is an issue of primary importance,  basic lifestyle  

choices are also deeply connected to health. The Illustrated Encyclopaedia of Body-Mind  

Disciplines describes what a holistic approach to health entails: 

“The U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention report that the key factors   

influencing an individual's state of health have not changed significantly over the past 

20 years. Quality of medical care is only 10%. Heredity accounts for 18% and       

environment is 19%. Everyday lifestyle choices are 53%. The decisions people make 

about their life and habits are, therefore, by far the largest factor in determining their 

state of wellness.” Alison, Nancy; 1999; Holistic Health Chapter.” 

This strong emphasis on responsibility and ownership of one’s health, coupled with the      

philosophy that health encompasses a broad spectrum of issues linked to environment and 

lifestyle lies at the heart of The Cedar Foundation’s plans to set up a Health and Community 

Centre in Kamanga. This equipped and staffed healthcare facility will offer basic treatment 

and medication to residents of Kamanga and neighbouring villages in the Nyamatongo ward. 

However, the centre will also host a number of other rooms and spaces that can be used to 

deliver different health and community related projects.   

 
 

 Staffed and equipped health care 

facility 

 Pharmacy 

 Dance / Arts and Crafts          

classroom 

 Outside learning space 

 ICT room 

 Smaller ‘safe space’ for private 

consultations 

 Hall / large covered area  

 Sports field 

 Children’s play area 

 Bathing and washing area 

Health 
The  

Nyamatongo  
Health and  

Community Centre 

The Centre at a Glance 



 Improve the health of Kamanga residents, and nearby 

residents in the Nyamatongo ward. 

 Increase confidence in the healthcare system. 

 Increase awareness that lifestyle, the environment and 

other factors impact health 

 For each of the above to be eventually managed and 

driven by members of the community so that The Cedar 

Foundation Tanzania is no longer needed. 

    Health 
The  

Nyamatongo  
Health and  

Community Centre 
AIMS 

OBJECTIVES 

 Build, staff and equip the Nyamatongo 

Health and Community Centre using as 

many local resources as possible. 

 Provide a healthcare facility where   

community members can receive high 

quality, affordable, accessible and     

reliable healthcare. 

 Run projects from the centre based on 

improving the inter-connected nature of 

physical, mental, emotional, spiritual, 

social-cultural health, environmental 

health and economic health. 

 Earlier diagnosis and treatment of health 

conditions. 

 Increased prevention through preventative 

health treatments and education 

 Improved confidence in accessing health 

services. 

 Healthier individuals, healthier community.  

OUTCOMES 

‘One of the things that struck me the 

most when we were doing our survey 

of Kamanga was the number of      

reports from villagers about heavily 

pregnant women dying because they 

couldn’t get to the nearest health   

center quickly enough. The nearest 

health facility is either an hour’s     

motorbike ride on a dirt road or a   

forty-five minute to an hour’s ferry 

journey across the lake - although 

this is not an option at night.  

The fact that we are working with the 

people of Kamanga to bring a        

sustainable health centre to their area 

makes me very happy indeed!’ 

A Word from Mark 



In response to claims that the education system is failing children and young people in Kamanga due to high 

class numbers and lack of educated teachers and resources, we initiated our first pilot education project in 

May 2015. We hope to expand this project into a larger programme over the course of 2016/2020. Upendo 

Klabu ya Watoto (Love the Children Club) aims to educate children using elements of the Tanzanian         

Pre-Primary Science syllabus, focussing on water, food and health, through creative methods. Approximately 

30 children in Kamanga are currently involved in this project, attending weekly two hour sessions for eight 

weeks.   

The sessions adapted concepts from the Art, Personality and Sports syllabuses of the Tanzanian               

pre-primary curriculum to deliver activities that are interactive and engaging – learning through creativity. We 

avoided the traditional rote methods typically used in Tanzanian schools. Instead we engaged children in 

drama, sports and painting to create visual pieces of work and items that the students can interact with.  

The project was a great success in terms of exposing children to new ways of learning and it was hugely  

encouraging to observe their progress. However, we noted that many children have extremely limited     

reading and writing skills and wish to address this in future projects.   

 
 
 
 

1. Children with better knowledge of 
healthy diets and safe drinking water 

2. Children with increased confidence, 
creativity, knowledge and social skills. 

3. A better knowledge of the customs 
around food and water in the village. 

4. An increased presence in Kamanga and 
stronger relationships with the children, 
parents and other stakeholders.                   

‘The project has been a real eye opener. 

These children have never been exposed 

to learning in a creative way and they are 

really   embracing our methods, as are the 

parents.’    

 Kat Wright Field Officer 

Education 
 Upendo Klabu ya Watoto 
    “Love the Children Club” 

Outcomes 



In July 2015, we  won a scholarship to be trained by Raising Voices in a groundbreaking 
community mobilisation approach for preventing violence against women and the spread 
of HIV. 
 

This approach was developed, tried and tested by Raising Voices, and is uniquely        
designed to address a core driver of violence against women and HIV: the imbalance of 
power between women and men. SASA! inspires and enables communities to rethink and 
reshape social norms. 

 

The Cedar Foundation has begun to implement this long term programme.  We are          
excited at the prospect of working with the whole community as well as the government 
and other institutions at every level, to balance the power between men and women and 
encourage healthy relationships within the communities we work in.  

 

       
Empowerment 

of 

Women  

A prevention programme of       

violence against women 



Entrepreneurship 

      Empowering entrepreneurs through         
solar energy  

In November 2015, we partnered with Eternum Energy, a solar energy company that  provides        
sustainable energy in low income communities through its initiative Solaris, to deliver a pilot                   
entrepreneurial project.  

 

Solaris specialises in empowering village entrepreneurs with technology and business solutions which 
allow them to generate revenue whilst serving their community.  This expertise, combined with our in 
depth knowledge of the Kamanga community, resulted in the successful installation of ten solar power 
appliances in the village.  

 

This allowed nine households to  have easy access to power, lighting up their homes and businesses 
at night and charging their phones at minimal cost. It also enabled one village member to set himself 
up as local solar energy entrepreneurs, selling energy to the community whilst being supported by   
Solaris and The Cedar Foundation through business coaching.  

  
This pilot project has established promising foundations for what we hope will be an accelerated      
expansion of the  programme, equipping local entrepreneurs with a product and skills that generates   
personal income as well as stimulating the local economy.  

‘The main barriers to  business         

development are lack of capital 

and entrepreneurship skills. ‘ 

Bugando Survey Report on the 
village of  Kamanga 2015, pg 25) 



Our projects are ambitious. To deliver them, we need support—both financial and in-kind. 
Although we have some basic funding in place, we are looking for further contributions to 
cover the following costs:  

How You Can Help 

 Building work for the health centre, the community 
centre and staff accommodation 

 Staff salaries 

 Medical equipment 

 A solar energy water pumping system, that the 
health centre itself would use, in order to pump 
water from the lake 

 Communal bathing and washing areas to reduce    
exposure to Schistosomiasis (bilharzia)  

THE HEALTH AND COMMUNITY CENTRE 

SASA!  

A PREVENTION PROGRAMME  

OF VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN 

 Salaries for two field officers to deliver the 
programme. 

 Funding to carry out a detailed, analytical 
baseline research on Violence Against 
Women and Girls in Kamanga 

 Funding for materials to inform and 
change attitudes in the community 

 Funding to hold community events and 
meetings. 



How You Can Help 

Talk to Us 

We are involved in a collaborative 

process and would love to hear 

from you.   

Get in touch today: 

www.CedarTanzania.org 

infortz@cedarfoundation.org 

ENTREPRENEURIALISM AND BUSINESS 

SKILLS PROJECTS 

 Business mentors 

 Materials for start-up businesses 

 A teacher to deliver a comprehensive training             
programme in business management 

 On the ground staff that will support local        
entrepreneurs with their daily business        
concerns 

 Entrepreneurial business initiatives that will   
inspire and mobilise more entrepreneurs in the 
community  

 

 




